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Abstract

The focus of the current investigation is to study the influence o f p articles’ shape 

on segregation of bi-disperse mixture of particles in a rotating drum. The effects 

of various particle parameters such as shape and size ratio are investigated. The 

results show the shape of both coarse and fine p articles i nfluence mi xing. Fo r the 

coarse particles, decreasing trend of extent of radial segregation as follows: sphere > 

oblate > prolate > elongated-needle (experimental). Segregation can be controlled 

in multiple scenarios in industries by choosing the appropriate shape of the particles. 

Results are then analyzed using Altair EDEM software for further study. The results 

show that the spherocylinder mix better compared to the sphere. This work extends 

the experimental work done by the author on the rotating drum. The complete 

experimental research article used in this work can be downloaded from "Powder 

Technology Journal" [1].
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1. Introduction

A rotating drum is a relatively simple, low-cost equipment widely used in various

industries. Some specific examples include ball mill operation in paint and cement

industry [2], production lines for powders [3], kiln in cement industry [4], blender

in numerous industries such as food, cement, refractory material, fertilizer and glass

ceramics industry. Rotating drums feature a number of technological advantages over

other systems like vibrated packed bed and fluidized bed mixer that include good

mixing behavior, a simplistic structure, easy sanitization, and an immense handling

capacity [5].

In particle technology, the phenomenon of segregation is considered the opposite

of mixing and naturally occurs in various flow situations. Quantifying segregation

is crucial for the blending process. Segregation can cause multiple problems such

as non-uniform pharmaceutical formulation, poor concrete preparation, unmixing

of dry fruits in the food industry, caking formation in the detergent industry and

inconsistent discharge rate from hopper [6]. For instance, in the pharmaceutical

industry, fluctuating composition of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) due

to segregation can lead to varying dosage during blending operations.

In a rotating drum, it is observed that both radial and axial types of segregation

can occur [7, 8] and the efficiency of particle segregation in a rotating drum is func-

tion of certain variables, such as particle size, particle density, friction coefficients,

filling degree, and rotation velocity [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Santos et al. [14] use the im-

age analysis technique to transform the color image into 8-bit grayscale, black, and

white pixels using Image J software and quantify the segregation index by counting
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the number of particles in each section cell. Similarly, to calculate radial segregation,

Hajra and Khakhar[15] use image analysis techniques in Image Pro Plus to analyze

red and green colors in multiple images. Nakagawa et al. [16] investigates radial

and axial segregation in a horizontal rotating drum using the nuclear magnetic reso-

nance imaging (NMRI) approach. The results show that radial segregation develops

prior to axial particle movement where the smaller particles migrate in between the

coarse particles (axial segregation). Three bands are observed axially in which the

smaller particle is entrapped in the larger particle. Barczi et al. [17] investigate axial

segregation in a rotating drum and observe that the aspect ratio and initial particle

concentration influence the evolution of complex spatio-temporal patterns along the

length of the drum. Hlosta et al. [18] use DEM simulation to optimize a number of

parameters, including shape, size, and density, with the help of various calibration

techniques such as the discharge test, piling test, and static and dynamic angle of

repose test. When results were compared to actual experiments, the study suggests

that the piling test produces the most accurate results compared to other techniques.

The results suggest that in order to produce more accurate results during the an-

gle of repose calibration test, the test must be performed with approximately 4000

particles and a drum to particle ratio greater than 25.

Earlier the majority of the research focused on spherical particles [19]. However,

in the current decade, non-spherical particles account for most of the studies. There

are several computational modeling work on the mixing processes in a rotating drum

[20, 21, 22]. Most of the real industrial particles are non-spherical which makes

computational work more challenging due to the difficulty of contact detection [23,
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24]. Examples of non-spherical particles include catalysts, powder, pharmaceutical

tablets, grains etc. Chen et al. [25] suggests the use of nano and micro non-spherical

particles for drug delivery since non-spherical particle shape improves drug delivery

efficiency compared with spherical ones. In a rotating drum mono-dispersed particles

have higher velocities of the active layer than polydisperse particles [26].

Lu et al. [27] state that radial segregation can be induced solely by particle shape

and concludes that segregation occurs due to differences in particle mobility; non-

spherical particles collide more frequently than spherical particles, resulting in lower

mobility of non-spherical particles [28]. A simulation study with discrete element

method (DEM) at different rotations per minute (RPM) such as 25, 30, and 40 RPM

shows that aspect ratio of 0.5 (oblate) and 2 (prolate) give a better mixing rate than

aspect ratio of 1 (sphere) [29]. This is due to superior flowability of sphere. The

spherical-shaped particle mixtures are more difficult to mix than irregularly shaped

particles [28]. Piacenza et al. [30] reports that the segregation intensity increases

with increase in the difference in aspect ratio between the particles. Particles with

larger aspect ratio tend to accumulate at the center, while particles with lower aspect

ratio move to the periphery of the drum.

With a unique solidifying bed sampling approach, Yari et al. [31] investigate the

size segregation and conclude that the percolation mechanism takes place for size

ratios less than 0.2, causing fine particles to percolate to the center of the drum.

For unequal size particles with varying volume fractions of bi-disperse mixture in a

rotating drum, Dury et al. [32] observe that the best mixing is accomplished if the

filling height is slightly greater than a half-filled drum. Chung et al. [33] experi-
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mentally examine the effect of fine particle concentration on a mixture of different

sizes and conclude that adding a small amount of fine promotes size segregation

which influences the dynamic properties of the mixture. Eskin et al. [34] study size

segregation in a rotating drum numerically and observe that the difference in size

between particles is one of the most important parameter that causes segregation

and the smaller difference in particle sizes results in the higher mixing rate. Kumar

et al. [35] examine the change in the bulk properties of bi-disperse granular particles

by taking small amount of fines and observe that particle size distribution influences

the bulk properties of the mixture like packing fraction and bulk modulus.

Yamamoto et al. [36] examine density segregation and report that particles with

a lower density flow relatively easily than those with a higher density and recommend

introducing lifters to reduce the relative velocity between coarse and fine particles

to promote mixing. The true density has a greater impact than cohesive forces

during axial dispersion of particles [37]. Ji et al. [5] observe that the spherical

particles have a low mixing rate compared to cubes and cylinders, and the trend of

mixing rate follows as cube > cylinder > sphere. Another key finding is that the

mixing rate increases as the aspect ratio deviates from 1.0. Along with material

properties, system parameters such as rotational speed affect mixing. Hou et al. [38]

use the image analysis technique to identify a relationship between the lacey mixing

index and time and argue that in rolling regime mixing increase with an increase in

rotational speed until it surpasses a certain critical level.

In the current work, non-spherical particles are mixed with spherical particles to

form multiple binary mixtures and a segregation index is used to characterize seg-
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regation in each case. Various system and particle parameters are investigated that

include the effect of time, rotation speed, section width, loading, shape, size, density,

size ratio, fine particle concentration. Novel experimental data is generated using

different types of non-spherical particles which include cube and elongated needle.

We anticipate that this exhaustive data will be extremely relevant in characterizing

the flow of real particles used in multiple fertilizer and pharmaceutical industry. A

significant aspect of this study is that it bridges the gap between scientific theory

and industrial practice by considering non-sphericity of the particle. The interactions

between non-spherical particles are considered and compared to well known results

of the spherical case. Thus, providing critical insight about change in flow behavior

and its effect on segregation as we consider the non-sphericity of the particles. This

work extends the experimental work done by the author in the rotating drum, which

is published in the powder technology journal. The audience can read the complete

research at [1].

2. Background

In this section, we discuss the particle used in the experiments, the experimental

setup, and the methodology used to quantify the extent of segregation.

2.1. Particles used

Engineered as well as naturally occurring material (i.e., wheat) are used to study

the segregation behavior of particles in a rotating drum. All engineered particles

are made up of glass (non-cohesive) and consist of spherical and non-spherical parti-

cles. These particles are custom designed and manufactured for these experiments.
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Table 1: Material properties of particles.

Particles Mean Average Average Sphericity
radius (mm) mass density (Φ)
a b c (g) (kg/m3) -

Coarse sphere 6 6 6 2.442 2500 1
Coarse prolate 3 3 6 0.662 2500 0.93
Coarse oblate 6 6 3 1.360 2500 0.91

Coarse elongated 1 1 6 0.128 2500 0.69
needle

Medium sphere 3 3 3 0.262 2500 1
Fine sphere 1 1 1 0.011 2500 1
Fine cube 1 1 1 0.027 2500 0.81

Fine prolate 1.5 1.5 3 0.099 2500 0.93
Wheat 1.5 1.5 3 0.051 1250 0.93

Glass particles are chosen because they are inexpensive and readily available. It

can be customized into different colors for clear visualization. The Figure 1 depicts a

schematic diagram of the particle used in this work, and Table 1 illustrates the mate-

rial properties of the particles used in the experiments. Feret length is defined as the

maximum distance between two parallel tangents of opposite edges of the particle.

Larger particles with a 12 mm in feret length are considered coarse, whereas smaller

particles with 2 mm feret length are considered fine. Figure 2 shows the actual image

of various particles used in this study. Two distinct shapes in a predetermined mass

ratio of particles are poured in a drum and the drum is rotated to study the behavior

of radial segregation of the binary mixture.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of particle used in DEM study.
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(a) Coarse particles

(b) Fine particles

Figure 2: Particles used in the experiments.

2.2. Experimental set-up

The setup consists of a circular drum with an inner and outer diameter of 290 mm

and 300 mm. The length of the short drum is 50 mm. Drum length is kept short so

that the effect of axial segregation can be neglected. Drum is connected to a motor

through a shaft. The drum is made up of an acrylic sheet and drum’s faces were

made transparent to capture particle snapshots through a video recorder. Rotation

of the drum is controlled by a variable frequency drive (VFD). All experiments were

captured using a digital camera (NIKON D5300). Figure 3 shows the schematic

diagram of the rotating drum with a variable frequency drive to control rotations
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per minute (RPM).

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the rotating drum experimental setup.

2.3. Methodology

Two different types of particles are chosen based on the parameter to be studied.

Selected particles are slowly poured into the drum. One of the particles is coarse,

while the other is fine. In the bed, one type of particle is placed over another type

of particle. Together, the mass of coarse and fine particles will determine the bed fill

height. Energy to the particles is provided by means of rotations through the drum.

Post-rotation, the settled bed of particles is subdivided into thin radial sections with

the help of a separator, and samples are collected from 9 distinct sections, as shown

in figure 4. After then, each of the thin segments is examined separately for the

constitution of particles by sieving them individually. Collected samples are then

further analyzed for segregation data.
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Figure 4: Radial sampling and section cell.

Segregation index (SI) a factor calculated to evaluate the overall radial segre-

gation of the entire drum [27, 39, 40, 41, 42], as shown in equation 1. The fines

mass fraction in a particular mixture is xi, while the overall fines mass fraction in

the initial load is xo. Normalised fine mass fraction which is the ratio of xi by xo, is

calculated for each section. For the equal mass ratio of the fine and coarse particle in

the initial load, the corresponding value of xo is 0.5. If there is no radial segregation

in a drum, the value of normalised fine mass fraction remains constant and equal to

1, and any variation from this value indicates demixing (see equation 2). Throughout

this study, the single parameter, i.e., Segregation Index (SI), is used to analyze and

evaluate the extent of segregation for all the parameters studied. In a mixture of

particles, SI value equal to 0 represents complete mixing, whereas SI value equal to

1 represents complete segregation.
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SI =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
n=1

((
xi

xo

)
n

−
(
xi

xo

)
mean

)2

(1)

For an equal mass ratio of fine and coarse particles;

(
xi

xo

)
mean

= 1 (2)

where, N = Number of samples

xi = Fines mass fraction of a section of the sample

xo = Total fines mass fraction of the initial loading

The average value of normalised fine mass fraction (xi/xo) is determined by re-

peating the experiments and sampling three times. In any typical plot, 95 percent

confidence intervals are plotted from these three distinct experimental runs.

3. Results and discussion

This section describes the influence of system and particle parameters on overall

extent of radial segregation in a rotating drum. System parameters include time,

rotations per minute (RPM), section width and solid loading whereas particle pa-

rameters include shape, size, and density. Radial samples are obtained after the

drum has rotated for a certain period of time. The segregation index is quantified

by plotting the normalised fines mass fraction against the normalised radius. To

investigate the influence of various particle and system parameters, values are varied
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from the base case in all experiments.

In this work, x represents the mass fraction. xPS represent a bulk mixture in

which the first subscript denotes shape of coarse particles whereas second subscript

denotes shape of fine particles. For example, if the mixture is denoted by the sub-

script PS, it would represent that the system is composed of coarse prolate with a

fine sphere. xOP represents a bulk mixture of coarse oblate with fine prolate. This

notation will be used throughout work.

3.1. Validation

Figure 5: Actual image of bi-disperse system with different coarse particles and

Validation of experimental data with DEM using Altair EDEM
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Figure 6: Comparision of experimental and DEM results of normalised fine mass

fraction versus normalised radius for different size of coarse particles with fixed fine

particles.

Figure 5 shows the actual image of bi-disperse system with different coarse parti-

cles and the validation of experimental data with DEM using Altair EDEM. The fig-

ure visually illustrates the perfect agreement between experimental and DEM snap-

shots. Figure 6 shows comparision of experimental and DEM results of normalised

fine mass fraction versus normalised radius for different size of coarse particles with
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fixed fine particles. The plot depicts the DEM results are significantly in accordance

with experimental data.

3.2. Effect of particle size ratio

Figure 7: Different particle shape used in current work
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Figure 8: Snapshot of particles at steady state

The effect of particle size ratio on segregation when the coarse and fine particles

are similar in shape. Figure 7 show the particle used in this work. Particles are

generated using Altair EDEM. The size of particle -1 is 4mm, and particle 2 is 6mm.

A size ratio in the bi-disperse system of the particle is the ratio of the size of coarse

particles divided by the size of fine particles. Figure 8 shows the snapshot of the

binary mixture at a steady state. The comparison of lacey mixing index is plotted

in figure 9. The difference in particle size causes particles to flow from the active
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region to the drum’s center. Smaller particles settle near the drum’s core, while the

concentration of larger particles rises around the drum’s periphery. The results show

that the spherocylinder mix better compared to the sphere. Previous results show a

similar outcome in a rotating drum [43, 44, 14]. This result shows good agreement

with experimental and simulated results obtained in bi-disperse particle mixtures in

a vibrating bed, rotating drum, and fluidized bed [45, 46, 47, 48].

Figure 9: Plot of normalised fine mass fraction versus normalised radius for different

size of fine particles with fixed coarse particles. ,
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4. Conclusions

The effect of various system and particle parameters on mixing of a bi-disperse

mixture is studied in a rotating drum. Particle size is important parameters that play

a prominent role to trigger segregation in a system. Particle shape plays a significant

role in segregation of particles in a rotating drum. The results show that the sphero-

cylinder mix better compared to the sphere. For the coarse particles (Experimental),

the decreasing trend for segregation is sphere > oblate > prolate > elongated-needle.

The size ratio study shows, as the size ratio of particles increases, the extent of seg-

regation increases. This research is ongoing, and in the future, more non-spherical

particles will be considered, along with the particle image velocimetry (PIV) study,

to obtain intrinsic data on granular dynamics. The complete experimental research

article can be downloaded from "Powder Technology Journal" [1].
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Nomenclature

Notation

∆r Drum’s section width
[
L
]

Ω Rotational speed
[
T−1

]
L Drum’s length

[
L
]

N Number of samples
[
-
]

R Drum’s radius
[
L
]

RPM Rotation per minute
[
T−1

]
SI Segregation index

[
-
]

V FD Variable frequency drive
[
-
]

xi Fines mass fraction of a given section of sample
[
-
]

xo Total fines mass fraction of initial load
[
-
]

ri Radial position of sample cell
[
L
]

xps Represents a binary mixture; with subscripts representing shape of the par-

ticles: First subscripts represents the shape of coarse particle and second

subscripts represents the shape of fine particle
[
-
]
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Mixture subscripts

E Elongated needle

O Oblate

P Prolate

S Sphere

W Wheat
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